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Get more details on the next page...

Gamification
motivates students to

show up to class
and lowers absence

Automatic registration
of attendance with online
classes in Microsoft Teams

Faster registration
that saves time and secures
more time for teaching

Intelligent statistic
that automatically shows
students in the dangerzone

On www.attender.uk you can 
get access to a free demo.
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Attendance registration in Web,
Apps or in Microsoft Teams
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Attender is for: Web iPhone Android Microsoft Teams

Attender is on a mission to save teachers 
precious class time and to reduce absence 
and dropouts.

Save time on attendance registration
Attender is built to make attendance registration fast. This 
ensures there is more time for teaching. We have 4 unique 
interfaces to mark attendance. And the option for students to 
use selfregistration with QR codes.

Gamification motivates students to show up
Attender uses gamification to motivate students to attend and 
rewards their presence with Attender Badges, Attender Streaks, 
Attender Coins and Attender Rewards.

Intelligent statistics
Attender contains intelligent statistics. Teachers see live 
statistics while they register. And our algorithm ``Movers N´ 
Shakers`` automatically shows you who you should take notice 
of.

Carrot instead of stick
The goal with Attender is to use a carrot and
not a whip. We motivate student with 
gamification and rewards. 
We make it faster and easier for teachers to 
mark attendance so there is more time for 
learning. Attender is for all school types. 
Functions can be turned on or off deping on 
your needs.

Attendance registration in Microsoft Teams
Attender is also made for Microsoft Teams so you do not 
need to change from one system to another. Attender can 
automatically mark attendance in online classes. This saves the 
teacher a lot of time.


